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Note
theeditor’s

January 26th 
was the latest 

Bell Let’s Talk 
Day. Dedicated 
to starting and 
sustaining con-
versations about 

mental health, it’s designed to remove the 
stigma around being open with your feel-
ings. It also serves as a reminder to self-re-
flect, if you’re the type of person who often 
lets their mental ailments languish in the 
back of their mind. As I heard the call to re-
flection a few weeks ago, I noticed that my 
mental health was not in a good place. It 
felt like my mind was a battlefield, pocked 
and bleeding and constantly swarming 
with stress. And though I was running and 
watching the sporadic meditation video, 
I found myself struggling to hold the tide 
at bay. That’s when I discovered the one 
thing that helped me the most: music.

Specifically, choir music. I was roaming 
through the recommended mixes on Spo-

tify whilst making lunch one Saturday, and 
discovered the “Choir Classics” playlist. I 
know this might not sound appealing to 
everyone, but for me, it was like discov-
ering gold. I now have a hoard of choral 
pieces in a playlist amassing over two 
hours of playtime, and I add to it constant-
ly. Whenever I’m stressed and the affray in 
my head flares up, I put on a song and let 
it carry me away. There’s just something 
about choir that transcends other music 
styles. I feel like I’m being embraced by 
dozens of voices, every note a comforting 
touch. If something can sound this beauti-
ful, then every pain I’ve felt has been worth 
enduring.

I know that not everyone likes choir mu-
sic, or music in general, but if you can find 
something that makes your heart swell 
like choir makes mine, then you’ll be lucky 
indeed. Whether it’s music or sport, books 
or food, friendship or art, find something 
that you can enjoy completely. Lose your-
self in the folds of it, wrap yourself in the 

sound or taste or feel of it, and everything 
will feel like it’s alright. 

For the most part. There will be moments 
when even the music fails you, and it feels 
like nothing is going right. In moments 
like these, I remind myself of a lyric from 
one of the songs in my playlist, and I’d like 
to share it with you: 

 I’ve clung tight to those words in dark mo-
ments, and they have done me more good 
than I could ever realize. Even if the sky is 
cloudy, even if it’s the darkest of nights, the 
sun is still there, shining. 

It reminds me of something similar my 
grandfather always says to me when I’m 
feeling down: “Remember: There’s always 
a better tomorrow.” When I first heard 
that, I dismissed it as a hopelessly saccha-
rine and useless platitude. What guaran-
tee was there that tomorrow would be 
better? Absolutely none at all, I thought. 
But one thing my cynical nature was slow 
to realize was that my grandfather never 
said “tomorrow will be better.” He said a 
tomorrow will be better. Things may stay 
the same or worsen, but at some point in 
the future, things will improve, and that 
makes enduring the hard days worth it.

cont’
So as you read through this issue, take a 
cue from Brianna’s article on Bell Let’s Talk 
Day, and reflect on your mental wellbeing. 
Once you’ve seen where you stand, find 
your music, that thing that makes every-
thing worth it. It could be music, it could 
be art, it could be stories, it could even be 
right here, nestled in the words between 
the pages of this issue.  

But whatever it is, remember that our 
school is full of support systems and that 
there are people who are here for you. Our 
mentors and our teachers are always there 
to lend an ear, as is Ms. Morgan, the Direc-
tor of Student Wellbeing. 

No matter how dark the sky may get, the 
sun still shines. And clouds never last for-
ever. 

Sincerely,

Constantine Vrachas Matthaios
Editor-in-chief

“I believe in the Sun, even 
when it’s not shining.”
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Bench
BEATRICE MILASAN A lonely bench sits under a tree. 

Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, there it lays, anchored 
to a single stone slab etched deeply into the lime-green blades of  
grass. It has seen thousands of  days and nights and will proba-
bly see thousands more. It has seen families and groups of  people 
come and go, but none quite like the little boy with brown hair.

Every day he sits upon the sturdy mass of  wood watching the trees 
and the birds and writing poems. From what the bench could hear, 
these were incredibly detailed poems. He wrote about home, and 
friends, school life, and the powerful feelings he has for a girl he 
knows, not knowing quite how to tell her she makes him want to 
dance.

The boy was a very good writer. He made words dance upon his 
beige-coloured sheets of  paper scraps, words leaping and twirling 
across the page. When he was stuck, the bench would inspire him 
to write that next word. Then that word would turn into a sen-
tence. Then four, then a whole poem. Eventually, the boy would 
become a frequent visitor and the bench would be his safe space. 
He would count on it to be there, waiting for him, every single day. 
Until, one day the boy left. He never came back, and he left the 
bench alone.

Alone enough to ponder life's questions, and wonder, who may 
come along next? The bench had heard it all. Confessions, apol-
ogies, and secrets blurted out by those you would least expect. It 
knew people who didn’t even know themselves. The bench had 
seen many plants too, plants that come and go, including a lovely 
patch of  bright pink tulips, which sadly couldn't bear to hold on 
past the chilling winds autumn had brought along. 

It stood there, alone, knowing it had served its purpose. 

Time had begun to fly, hours blending into days. Weeks bleeding 
into months into years into decades and still, there the bench lay 
on the grass. And though it had been surrounded by people and 
lost sweaters and gorgeous tulips its whole life, it had never felt 
more alone than as it did, right here in this present moment.

Park The 
A frosty, rosy nose points up towards the sky,  
Feeling of  delicate snowflakes come to rest on the tips of  my bare lashes,
Frigid, crisp wind weaves through my corduroy jeans,
Scent of  hot cocoa satiates  the sweet tooth of  winter,
Warmth of  my woven scarf  tightly wraps around my neck,
Barricading the inner warmth from escaping,
As I take a step towards the ground,
My massive boot crunches down on the layer of  crispy snow,
Which gently coats the ground,
As I stroll by dinistiguishable houses mounted with hefty amount of  snow,
Their snow-covered roofs glistened  under the rays of  the sun,
Yet not warm enough for the delicate snow to unnoticeably disappear,
A blanket of  white snow shelters all around,
On a cold, winter’s day.

Chronicles of Winter           Muriel Lovshin
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Rating BVG Classrooms
I Have Learned In

By Naomi Low

Someone gave me the idea to write this during a writer’s meeting and I’m literally 12 hours past my 
deadline so thank you to whoever did that. Welcome to rating BVG classrooms. The criteria most-

ly involves placement and speed of charging outlets, temperature, whether or not that room has 
windows and air vents, and memories in that room on a scale from one to traumatizing. Hope you 

laugh reading this as much as I did writing this. I found the whole drafting process very funny. I also 
found out I probably should never become a comedian in real life. Anyways enough of my humour 

and more of my humbling opinions.

I thought I would just start this off by acknowledging how I started in The Writer’s Block 
writing insightful short stories and poems about important topics like mental health, anxiety, and the 
value of life and I actually submitted them on time. And now I’m rating classrooms 12 hours past my 

deadline with not a care in the world. The character development is so real. 

My economics classroom that I’m in for first block, or history third block 
on day 2 (the one next to the printer room and the elevator on the sec-
ond floor).  Either extremely hot or extremely cold, no in between. Per-
fect for morning classes when the sun filters in between the blinds, the 
lights are out, no one in class is participating, and the air vents above 
you are on. Cons include stuffy. The charging outlets somehow nev-
er work for me because my charger keeps falling out of the socket. I 
wrote some really horrible tests in that class, but APUSH is so fun in 
there. Not sure why the desks teleport to new places every day, but I   
                                     love the surprise. Overall, a 5/10.

Classroom 204

The APS room. Extremely cold. Literally freezing. I have men-
tor there, and I always have to bring food or a hot chocolate 
with me because my hands are so cold. I had math in there 
last year. Traumatizing. The placement of the outlets is amaz-
ing for a column desk organization. Not sure why the desks 
are in island formation. I don’t think that’s maximizing marginal 
utility or something. I’m not doing very well in economics at 
the moment. Overall, a 4/10. 

Classroom 303

The science lab on the left, I think. One of my favourite classrooms. The 
shared table situation instead of desks is next-level. Had some really fun 
labs in there. I’ve done well on every test I have written in that classroom, 
and I’m not naturally good at science, so it’s probably good luck. Sitting 
under a vent is terrible; I hate having cold air blasted on me but during 
tests it kind of gives me more adrenaline. If you sit too far on the edge it’s 
impossible to see the board because of the glare so, prepare for Netflix 
until the lesson is over. Overall, a favourite of mine, 8/10. 

Classroom 101

The second classroom from the social sciences office, I’m pretty sure. I have account-
ing in that class and the seating arrangement is so bad for me. I face away from the 
board in a mini little island group when there’s seats placed directly in front of the board 
but for some reason I just can’t be bothered. Why are both outlets at the far back. I’m 
not sitting in the corner for half an hour to get my computer to 7%. The temperature is 
good, always pretty stable. Accounting is so fun in that room mostly because I spend 
more time in the hallways than I actually spend in the class. Yesterday we didn’t even 
do accounting, we went to go sub for a grade 9 drama class and some serious tea was 
spilled. My advice: take accounting. Every day I walk into last block of my day two and 
it’s always a surprise. Great way to end the day. 7/10. 

Classroom 202

Classroom 103: The second science lab. I take Functions in there. Why is it absolute-
ly freezing in that classroom. I sit at the table basically in the corner (not the charging 
places, like the farthest table from the board). Sometimes I cannot see a thing in math, 
and I’ll be copying down an equation, and I end up with a wildly incorrect answer be-
cause I mistake a 3 for a 5. The little charging areas are so cute, best charging outlets 
in the school. I always feel like I’m going to fall off the stools in that class though. I was 
watching the snow in class today and it was so nice. Love the big windows. I don’t love 
the math tests I write in there. I don’t think math loves me. I also love that we can’t eat in 
there; that’s super convenient for me when Gatorade is all I can stomach for lunch be-
cause my eating schedule is completely off these days. Overall, a 6/10. 

Classroom 103
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The Upper School music room. Why are the ceilings so high. Freaks me out. Honestly the no desk 
situation is really great because I’m trying to work on my posture instead of sleeping on the tables. 
Please don’t get me started on the music stands, they make it so difficult to navigate that class. I 
have music first block in that class and there’s nothing I love more than the overpowering sound of 
out of tune instruments on a Monday morning running off two hours of sleep. Ever since I started 
taking music regularly, I think I’ve developed a constant irritation with people making unnecessary 
noises. Not sure what those sound proof things on the walls are doing because clearly the sound 
is not being absorbed. One thing they do absorb though is heat because it is also freezing in that 
class. The metal instruments don’t help my hands with that. There is probably a COVID-23 in the 
carpets of that classroom and it’s all I can think about when people sit down on the ground in that 
room. Overall, not one of my favourites, 4/10. 

Classroom 206

My English classroom. Not the classroom closest to the Grade 
10 common area, the one right beside that one. I think I might’ve 
had English in there last year as well. Pretty stable temperature 
index. The big windows are so nice on snowy or rainy days. I 
like the row configuration of desks, reminds me of the science 
room. It’s probably because I have English in the morning but 
where are the outlets in that classroom. 302 is like one of the 
only classrooms that I’ve seen get use out of the chalk board. 
Lights out + snowy day + some English movie playing = best 
naps. Pretty cozy but kind of boring, 5/10. 

Classroom 302

Not a classroom but the Grade 10 common area. The best and worst of BVG. I love the individual 
swivel seat things, but I think almost all the tables attached to the seats are broken. Love the couches 
especially when I have to sit on the edge. Strangely the floor is super comfortable. Not sure where 
the bell is located in relation to the common area but when it goes off necrosis literally occurs in my 
brain cells. Thought I would sneak in some of my science exam knowledge there. Anyways that bell is 
probably the cause of a lot of my missing neurons. I don’t even think I can call it a bell, it’s like an alarm 
that goes off in a really bad situation. We absolutely need something better for people who are at risk 
for scare-related injuries. And for people who take music first period. A really messy area. I pick up 
garbage that’s not mine in that area and suddenly I think I’m Greta Thunberg. 
Anyways I love it and hate it, overall, a 10/10. 

Honourable Mention

Groundhog Day

February 2nd. Today was the big day. I slowly 
emerged from my home. I close my eyes, as even I 
don’t want to see the outcome. Take a deep breath. 
I try to prepare myself for any and all possible out-
comes. Would I like a late winter? An early spring? 
My eyes open, and I see grey skies.  All clouds and 
no shadow. The crowd rejoices! An early spring. 
Someone lifts me out of the hole, a human hand soft 
against my fur. Clicks of hundreds of cameras go 
off, everyone trying to get the image of the prized 
groundhog. Me, a figure as important as the Ground-
hog? I never would’ve dreamed of this.   

With fame came importance. I was now fed premi-
um groundhog grade salads, topped with the most 
scrumptious flavours. The greens were fresh from the 
farms, the farmers starting production early in antic-
ipation of the early spring. I was treated like a king. A 
new home, complete with my very own fireplace and 
custom-tailored groundhog tailored scale furniture. 
New food was being brought by the humans every 
day and I never had to eat any leftovers. Life was 
good. For a while...  

One week passed, yet the snow persisted.   

Two weeks, and the townspeople were questioning 
my prediction.  
  
Four weeks, and the town was tired of my promises 
of spring. They wanted me out.   

On the thirtieth day after my prediction, the 
townspeople hauled me out of my cozy home. I 
fell into a thick blanket of cold snow and looked
up to see my house being lifted and taken away.
The past month has just been too good to 
be true. 

I stood up and padded into my now-abandoned hole, 
making a new home out of what I had left. It was just 
one wrong prediction! How could they kick me out 
over a small misunderstanding? It was just my first 
year. A groundhog young as me has their whole life 
ahead of them! Next year, they would see. This tiny 
misunderstanding would be ancient history and they 
would bring me back next year. There was no other 
groundhog around. They had to!   

A year later, on February 2nd, I emerged from my 
home and marched towards the town. A year of 
devious planning and time to reflect had been good 
for me. Without a groundhog, they had to take me 
back. But there wasn’t much more to the plan, and a 
seed of doubt prickled within me. I neared the town’s 
center, but as I got closer, I saw celebrations overseen 
by a banner that read, “Another Six Weeks of Winter!” 
How? I looked closer, picking a small brown object out 
of the crowd. It couldn’t be… it was another ground-
hog! I ran forward, weaving through the crowd until 
I made it to the front. There stood a groundhog, and 
a sign that read, “New Groundhog- from our neigh-
boring town!”. A new groundhog? They moved on that 
quickly? I sat and stared at my replacement, planning 
my next move. Well, if there could be one groundhog, 
why not two? I leaped onto the groundhog’s pedestal, 
and quick gasps arose from the audience. One ground-
hog was effective, but two changed the game. The 
other groundhog seemed unbothered by my surprise 
appearance. It was no matter. I was up with the 
 groundhogs once more, and the humans did 
              nothing to stop me. I was one of them again.  

                 In the years later, the town carried two
        ground hogs rather than one, making 
                          Groundhog Day an extra-special holi-
                             day.

By: Karina Rathee
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2023 Fashion 
Trend Predictions
The world of fashion is a world ever changing. Nearly every week, we see new trends emerge and be-
come beloved staples of wardrobes worldwide. Often, styles that are loved and longed for were already 
icons in another decade, making a comeback with a fresh spin.

2022 brought flare, low-rise, and wide-leg jeans back in to the market, along with other trends like leather, 
cargo, and corset tops, but what’s in store for this year? Here is a list of the trends I personally want to see 
on the shelves of 2023.

Julia 
Apitz-Grossman

1. Crochet

There’s something about crocheted clothing that always speaks to me.
Perfect for any season, pieces can include dresses, skirts, tank tops, sweaters, or even button-ups . No 
matter the colour used, there is always a warm and homey, yet elegant and unique feel to this style. Also, 
unlike many other clothes, you can try making your own pieces at home and tailor them to your specific 
tastes for a truly one-of-a-kind item. 

2. Chunky Jewellery

3. Satin

There is a certain elegance about satin that cannot be replicated.
Not only does it dress up an outfit and shine beautifully, but it is also  extremely soft and comfortable. It is a 
go-to material for fancier outfits, but I hope to see it worn in more casual settings too, whether that be as a 
skirt or a top. I believe satin looks especially beautiful in the spring and can come in any colour for different 
looks. 

4. Yellow

Chunky jewellery consists of larger linked chains for bracelets and necklaces, thick hoop earrings, 
and large beads. These are often paired with multiple metal or resin rings on each finger . Paired with a 
more neutral outfit, this type of jewellery steals the show and can bring everything together, turning items 
into a truly complete outfit. In my opinion, this jewellery looks best in gold as opposed to silver, but both are 
beautiful. 2023 is a year to be bold and wear things that you know will be a focal point. 

Yellow is a happy colour, one that often does not get its fair credit.
It can liven up any outfit and looks amazing with blue jeans. 2023 is a year to feel good and smile, which is 
why it is time for yellow to be found in many more shop windows, magazines, and online carts. 
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5. Racer Jackets

There are few vintage pieces as unique as racer jackets.
Throw one on and you have an outfit, sporting your favourite brands with a twist. I genuinely have an ob-
session with these jackets. They look especially amazing in downtown settings, and are perfect for a 
weekend trip to the city; there will no doubt be eyes on you anywhere you go.  

6. Patchwork

Patchwork is another unique trend that can look amazing when styled well.
Paired with a neutral top/bottom, these pieces are eye-catching, fun, and one-of-a-kind. Like racer jack-
ets, they look fetching downtown and will make you stand out from the crowd this year. 

7. Loafers

We all know how popular sneakers were this year, but what if we brought something new into 
fashion? Loafers are sleek and fashionable and can be dressed up or down depending on the outfit they 
accompany. Plus, they’re comfortable, and at the end of the day, that’s what we all look for in shoes.  

2023 is the year 
to be bold, unique 
and creative.
No matter what ends up in the storefronts, remember to 
stay true to yourself and your own style. Wear what you 
love, and that’s what will end up being in fashion. 
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Conversation
with

the stars

A

By: the writers of the Celebrity Corner Team
of The Writers' Block

Last week at the Oscars, the criti-
cally acclaimed Whisperer film 
franchise—and its actors—

earned a slew of awards, including but 
not limited to all of them. The Celebri-
ty Corner team of The Writers’ Block 
were at the red carpet on Sunday, in-
terviewing our favourite stars to get 
a better picture of the people who are 
the beloved (and not-so-beloved) fac-
es of the Whisperer. 

Ms. McArthur, 
The Math Queen

Hello, thank you for joining us here at Celebrity Corner of The Writ-
er’s Block. You play the Math Queen. Can you give the fans any hints 
about what will come next with your character and story?

All hail mathumus. The one subject to rule them all.

Is that a declaration of war on the science department?

No no, science is always a good application of math

How did it feel when your character disappeared *cough* died 
*cough* and then was resurrected again? 

I thought ahh, they’re following the classic format of DC comics.

Which Whisperer film is your favourite?

Whisperer 3 the unknown solution? I don’t know is that a reference 
to films I should know about? The solution strikes back?

Some people say that Dug steals the spotlight. Do you feel jealous 
of Dug’s role in the film?

No, Dug is a lackey who performs his tasks well. 

Lastly, one thing that fans have been dying to know: Have you ever 
been so far even as decided to use even go want to do look more 

like?

"No, I am myself now and always." 
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Mr. Winson, 
Mr. Winson's Beard

Thank you for joining us here at Celebrity Corner of The Writer’s 
Block. You joined the cast of the Whisperer before the franchise 
achieved international fame. Could you tell us what drew you to 
the role when you heard the casting call go out?

Well, I guess naturally I would fit the role really well, consid-
ering it's already a part of me. It's almost like the role was 
written for me and I was asked to play it after it was written 
for me.

Have you enjoyed your time in the cast of the Whisperer? How has 
it fundamentally and irrevocably changed your life?

On paper, I’ve been playing the role for a couple of years, but 
in reality it’s been part of my life ever since I was sixteen. It 
really changed my life because it embodies who I am as an 
individual, who I am as a community, and who I am as a deity. 
It all sort of just comes together in developing who I am and 
how the world is around me.

One thing fans praised the Whisperer for was its authentic repre-
sentation, namely having someone who is Mr. Winson playing Mr. 
Winson’s Beard. Do you agree with this sentiment? 

That makes perfect sense. It shows the writers of The Whis-
perer really know their audience. They know what the peo-
ple want, and they write for the people so they can experi-
ence the majesty of Mr. Winson’s Beard.

As the actor behind The Beard, do 
you have any interpretation of his 
nuanced catch phrase "i am god"?

You can already visually see that Mr. 
Winson’s Beard is God. The catch-
phrase is just reinforcing what the 
viewer already knows. 

Mr. Winson accepting his 79rd 
Oscar at the 2025 Oscars

Over your career, you have been 
nominated for 5 Oscars, 29 Emmys, 
2 Nobel Peace Prizes, 3 Grammys, 
Best Supporting Actor, Best Lead, 
and Best Sound and Lighting. How 
do you feel about all these acco-
lades?

Well, I don't really need them, but it is 
nice to know that I'm being appreciat-
ed for my work. I feel sorry for all the 
other candidates, knowing they would 
never win with me in these categories. 

Lastly, one thing that fans have been dying to know: Have you ever 
been so far even as decided to use even go want to do look more 

like?

"Is what am, for be is to for was. At time 
of start, finish beginning end. Is real. 

True. I am god."
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Mr. Gray, 
Mr. Gray's Beard 

Hello, thank you for joining us here at Celebrity Corner of The 
Writer’s Block. You play the recently revealed Mr. Gray’s Beard, 
who has been described as the antithesis to Mr. Winson’s Beard. 
Can you give us any hints about what to expect?

Well, let me just put it this way, I think Mr. Gray’s Beard is 
going to overcome all challenges that come at him, and prove 
that he is better. Stronger. And more Dapper than Mr. Win-
son's Beard.

You’ve worked on smaller productions before, but how does it feel, 
joining such a prestigious film franchise?

It feels pretty amazing to finally get the recognition I deserve. 
I’ve been working hard for this for a long time, I haven’t let 
anyone stand in my way, and I’ve overcome some pretty big 
challenges. In the end, I don’t think it's going to be the Whis-
perer franchise any more—it'll be the Mr. Gray’s Beard fran-
chise.

There have been some hints that a spinoff series, "A Tale of Two 
Beards", which will be written by Charles Dickens himself and di-
rected of course, like all the other Whisperer movies, by Shake-
speare, is under production. Any hints on that?

All I can say is this: it was the best of beards, it was the worst 
of beards.

Which Whisperer film has 
been  your favourite so far?

Whisperer 7: The Shrek Sequel 
We Deserved But Never Got — 
even though Shrek 2 was bet-
ter than the original, the Shrek 
2 sequel was the sequel we 
deserved but never got.

Mr. Gray accepting his pre-emp-
tive Nobel Prize for his upcoming 

role as Mr. Gray's Beard

We have extra space on the 
page, so why don't we put 
some filler?

Equi ditem re, cus, officia nonse 
pro experovitam quo ipsam do-
lupta volor adiaecearum do-
loris aut ut labor raturibus et, 
que voluptas del ipsumqui qu-
ossunt.

Lastly, one thing fans will want to know: Have you ever been so far 
even as decided to use even go want to do look more like?

"I believe I will be even so far that I've de-
cided good to look like more than I'll ever 

be."
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Mr. DesLauriers, 
mr. deslauriers

Ms. Dybala, 
Princess of Alaskan Cheese

Hello, and thank you for joining us at the Celebrity Corner of The 
Writers’ Block. Tell us, do you and your character share an affin-
ity for cheese?

Yes. Yes we do. I absolutely enjoy the diversity and the pletho-
ra of cheeses from around the world. However, I do feel that it 
is necessary to keep a balanced diet when consuming chees-
es. Everything is great in moderation.

Could you tell us about your experience filming on location in To-
go-Kazahkstanian Alaska for Whisperer 11?

The hardship of the weather definitely presented me with a 
challenge as I do not enjoy cold temperatures and windy con-
ditions. It was quite challenging, however it allowed me to 
persevere and practise my resilience skills.

The writers have said that you came up with the idea for sever-
al of Ms. Dybala's most iconic elements, like the Relaxi Taxi, the 
sneaky sneakertons, and the cheeky monkeys yourself. Could you 
tell us a bit about your inspiration?

My mind and my imagination are quite creative, especial-
ly when playing around with language. So these ideas and 
terms and descriptions come up in a sporadic and sponta-
neous manner. I think it's also a sense of humour that's super 
important when it comes to creativity. In addition, I think it's 
the energy of the individuals around me that inspires me.

Lastly, and most important of all: Have you ever been so far even 
as decided to use even go want to do look more like?

 "Yes, absolutely. No doubt about it."

Hello, thank you for joining us here at Celebrity Corner of The Writ-
er’s Block. You play Mr. DesLauriers, a disciple of Mr. Winson’s 
Beard. Can you give the fans any hints about what will come next 
with your character and story, especially now that it was revealed 
the Mr. Winson’s Beard is on the side of the Ancient One?

I will grow a beard to be like Mr. Beard guy. But a better beard.

Who would you argue is a better Beard/character Mr. Winson’s 
Beard or Mr. Gray’s Beard?

The good beard would be better, so I’m assuming beard Gray. 
Is he looking for disciples, the good beard? The good beard 
would be better, so I’m assuming beard Gray. Is he looking for 
disciples, the good beard?

Which Whisperer film is your favourite?

The original one I was in, although I thought I should have a bigger 
part. 

Lastly, one thing that fans have been dying to know: Have you ever 
been so far even as decided to use even go want to do look more 

like?

"Umm…umm..umm.."
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Genesis 2: i am running a 

cult in room 203

11the WHISPERER 

“They couldn’t hit an elephant at this dist—”
-last words of John Sedgwick

I
n the beginning there was darkness. 

Then mr chapman said “let there be 

light” and there was light. But this 

wasn’t the mr. chapman i was expect-

ing--there were two mr. chapmans. Great 

godly beings existing in the void before 

time and space, identical in every way. 

But then i looked closer and saw that the 

universe like a chemical equation had 

to be balanced perfectly, as all things 

should be. -thanos. There was mr. chapman, 

and his twin was the ying to his yang, the 

hot to 

his cold, 

the yes to his no, the in to 

his out, the up to his down: he was 

Mr. nampahc.

“Let there be a universe for us 

to study in history class” said Mr. 

Chapman, and there was a universe. 

Mr. chapman and mr. nampahc thought 

up the world and it spread from 

their minds into realspace, their 

will manifested in the stars, the 

earth, the galaxies and the darkness 

in between. “This is perfect” said 

mr. chapman. Mr. nampahc nodded and 

said it is marveloous, a world to 

study in history class. 

The two gods descended to the earth 

and i followed them behind on my 

time machine. They stood on a cliff 

overlooking the great bubenstine 

buberton beach basin in burbminas-

tan which i recognized would many 

trillion years later be the birth-

place of bubby mc berston the blu-

bious of the blubywubynubybubys 

of the bubenstine buberton beach 

basin in burbminastan. “This world 

is lonely” said mr. chapman. “Let us 

create someone else to study its his-

tory.” said mr. nampahc, and snapped 

his fingers, and a great shockwave 

of majesty and dapperness shook the 

young universe and mr. winson’s 

beard exploded into being. “I am god” 

he said. But what shook me even more was 

the beard floating behind him. A beard of 

equal magnitude but opposite direction, 

with the same grace and beauty and divine 

providence: it was Mr. Gray’s Beard. “No. 

I am god” he said. The two beards looked 

at each other and i could sense the in-

stant animosity between them, and i knew 

in my heart this would be the first seed 

of a conflict that would tear the world in 

two. “Our children” said mr. chapman and 

mr. nampahc. You must not fight. Instead 

go into the world and analyze its histor-

ical significance. This is the way.” and 

sent the beards across the earth to study 

its history. I hesitated, unsure who to 

follow. My curiosity won out and i fol-

lowed mr. gray’s beard, who i had never 

heard of before, to see who was this mys-

terious figure. He floated over hills and 

fields, leaving a trail of epicness in 

his wake. He stopped in front of a flow-

er and said “thsi represents the beauty 

of the creation of the universe due to 

symbolism and its foreshadowing, also 

shakespeare.” suddenly mr. win-

sons’ beard appeared and said “no, 

this represents the fibonac-

ci sequence as you can see 

from the golden ratio in 

the petals and if you do 

pytahgorsa theorem you 

get an antiderivate.” the 

two beards called on mr. 

chapman and mr. nampahc to 

see whose theory was fa-

vored. The two history 

teachers looked upon both 

and they had regard for mr. 

grays beard and his theory, 

but for mr. winson’s beard and 

his theory they had no regard. 

Mr. winson’s beard was furious 

and stabbed mr. gray’s beard, who 

was greatly weakened by this. Mr. 

chapman and mr. nampahc watched 

on horrified ,and mr. nampahc 

intervened trying to save mr. gray’s 

beard, and mr. chapman tried to restrain 

mr. winson’s beard, and from mr. gray’s 

beard blood dripped onto the ground, 

and from the blood sprang ms. Dybala, 

the Princess of Alaskan Cheese. She 

looked upon the bloodshed and said 

“I have no use for this, I will leave 

and collect cheese for cheesemaged-

don” and she fled into the sky, search-

ing for cheese. “Mr. Winsons’ Beard!” 

shouted Mr. Nampahc. “How could you” 

“my theory was better” said mr. win-

son’s beard. “Inexcusahle” said mr. 

nampahc. “We will strip you of your 

godly powers” said mr. nampahc, but 

mr. chapman stopped him. “We cannot, 

he is our son”. “We must” “we can’t “ “we 

msut “ we can’t” and then mr. chapman 

struck mr. nampahc across the face. 

Mr. nampahc gasped in betrayal, and 

struck back out at mr. chapman. The two 

grappled across the face of the earth, 

kicking up mountains and carving out 

canyons and oceans. Until finally mr. 

chapman lifted up mr. nampahc and mr. 

gray’s beard and threw them in the taj 

mahal, locking the doors, binding it 

forever. But as mr. nampahc grew faint-

er, i heard him whisper to mr. gray’s 

beard: “let there be a prophecy. 

There will be a history stu-

dent so powerful, so wise he 

can use the power of histor-

ical analysis to overthrow 

mr. chapman. You will go into the 

world and hide in time until he finds 

you, and you will then train him and 

together we shall defeat mr. chapman 

and restore justice to the world. Go!” 

and mr. nampahc with his final breath 

whisked mr. gray’s beard into a hidden 

corner of the universe before falling 

into a deathlike sleep.

Back outside, mr. chapman was talk 

to mr. winson’s beard. “Well my son, we 

are the only ones left aside from Ms. 

Dybala.” he called her and she flew 

in from the north on the relaxi taxi, 

pulled by sneaky sneakertons and 

cheeky monkeys. “My daughter, join 

“If you want happiness for a day – go fishing. If 
you want happiness for a month – get married. 

If you want happiness for a year – inherit a 
fortune. If you want happiness for a lifetime –

never read The Whisperer.”

“Whopper, Whopper, Whopper, Whopper
Junior, Double, Triple Whopper”

-the burger king

-traditional proverb
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our family. I will give you all the 

cheese you want, as long as you pledge 

loyalty to me.” 

“Ok” said ms. dybala. “Now” said mr 

chapman “we must start anew. We need 

new people to study the history.” and mr. 

winson’s beard, taking that as his cue, 

breathed life into the world, cerating 

first the dinosaurs then kililng them 

because they couldn’t do math, then fi-

nally humans. 

I left the trinity behind and ob-

served mr. gray’s beard. He was hiding 

in the heart of a star far away and 

he was whispering a spell. “He 

shall be called the whisperer, 

and he shall set us free.” Mr. 

Grays’ beard worked his mag-

ic and i saw my own history 

playing out on earth:

 My mother was the bermu-

da triangle and my father 

was the calibri font. They 

met at walmart when they 

were waiting in line to 

diversity their invest-

ment portfolios. They de-

cided to do a joint venture 

into the creation and pro-

motion of question marks and 

when that succeeded they got 

married and five hundred years 

later i saw myself come into 

the world. Now my mother and 

father knew who i was, and they 

hid me in the bushes waiting for 

the right moment to start my journey. And 

that moment was when mr. chapman decided 

to create a place called bayview glen.

Mr. Chapman created bayview glen be-

cause he needed a place for people to 

study the history that he had creat-

ed. The four houses each represented 

one of the four main elements: Water 

(Blue/Lynx), Earth (Green/Falcon), Fire 

(Red/Bear), and the other one (No one re-

ally cares because it’s the worst house/

It sucks). I also realized that the school 

is much older than sixty years. The 

school was around long before 1962. 

Bayview glen used to stretch across 

the entire world. The pyramids in 

Egypt used to contain the bayview 

glen gym, the great wall of China used 

to be the lunch line, and the colos-

sus of rhodes was actually a statue of 

mr. chapman. But, the most important 

wonder of the world is the taj mahal. 

Yes, the same taj mahal that mr. chap-

man threw mr. nampahc into! It was now 

converted into a shrine to mathumus 

to cover up its purpose of being mr. 

nampahc’s jail. 

I stood in awe of the taj mahal be-

fore me. I know it has imprisoned a 

person, well not really a person, a 

life form, an entity, I guess? Anyway, 

I know it has imprisoned a person for 

many years, but it really is beauti-

ful and powerful. It is so powerful 

that I felt myself being whisked off of 

the ground. The power of the taj mahal 

caused me to float above its steps and 

suddenly I had teleported. 

The soft underbelly of europe(sick 

burn) 1873

Along the cobblestone streets the 

streets were full of cobble stone, 

connected to more cobble stone. The 

road ran onto another road with other 

roads intersecting that road with its 

own roads intersecting all leading 

to rome and away from that small shop 

where they sell little tiny 

models of mice yodeling. 

Mr i ragazzi 

m o r i -

r a n n o 

w a s 

walk-

i n g 

d o w n 

t h e 

street to meet with his “tennate” to col-

lect his “rent”. With a scarry photo of 

nickolace cage he was going to “convince” 

him to pay what was “due” to him. And my 

editor is “getting mad” because i am “us-

ing” to many “” so from now on i am go-

ing to write the next 7 sentences in bad 

grammar. How does likith th at aples. Su 

these duude wallk dwon streete. Paoples 

remuve their glase from th at dude bec. He 

will too coul & sacry. He woor a brun hatt 

& pantaloons w a brwoon cooat. As heth 

comth towar ds zhe edificio(spangish for 

buildings) hee climbin oup zhe stair and 

get to rightt flor and wakl down and get 

towards apartment that was right and op-

pin dour. Facccce him was meek man name 

capo sysco hoo hee wos their to geet mucha 

monies. “I am here for what is due” said 

ragazzi moriranno. His body towering 

over sysco he could see the fear in his 

eyes. “Please you dont want to do this” he 

said in a voice of a otter. “Yes i do and if 

you will not give me what is due i shall 

take it by force” he said. Hanging up his 

coat he walked in over the very nice mi-

cronesian carpet featuring the bee movie 

berry bee benson. Walking over to the ta-

ble in the main section of the flat. Sysco 

walked out of sight to his kitchen. “Ha” 

said ragazzi moriranno to himself “hes 

already getting the money this should be 

easy”. However with as ragazzi moriranno 

waited he started to bore of the time it 

took for sysco to retrieve what was due. 

Turing around the kitchen he saw a cup of 

hot tea and a open window. Looking down 

the window he saw a trampoline. “Darn it” 

he said out loud “i am going to have to go 

after him” with that slump he picked up 

the tea and took a sip before starting his 

long journey. But something was off. This 

beverage with steam coming out was cold. 

Really cold. So cold it felt like his neck 

itiched. So cold it felt like his through 

was clogging, so cold he couldnt breathe. 

As he griped his throat he tried to cry 

but all the sound he could make sound-

ed like the third meow in neon cats song. 

Falling to the floor he turned pale 

orange like a orange that was pale, or 

like garfield shade but its like real-

ly pale. Anyways peering out from the 

corner came sysco. He had been hiding 

in a closet. “It worked” he exclaimed. 

“Yizzz i promizid it vould.” whispered 

the eldrich being. A clump of darkness 

ozzed out from the corner. Its black 

tentacles dripping with pus and slime. 

A thin blackened mist radiated off it 

onto the ground like finely grinded 

coffee. Its pure black eye peering on 

its work. Was it spoke again its octa-

pus like beak opened and closed like 

a badly subbed anime. ( i am looking 

at you one piece). “Nov you in mi dib-

ti zimand vne zing. You owe me your 

life” said with a gust of air. “Yes what 

ever you hath command master”. “I hath 

gifted youz with iternal life, and 

have takin out youz compititor which 

will allow youz criminal impirum to 

rise, but in the year 2005 youz must 

supply a school namid bayviewglen” 

“but why master, i do not understand” 

“you never vill. But know zhis. I have 

great plans, great plans”... 

*intecepted message between gods*

knock knock. Whos there. Wyoming. 

Wyoming who. Wyoming doesnt exist. 

Oh yea, just like australia. Yea i just 

made it up to mess with the humans. 

Thats hilarious almost like that time 

we hide the meaning of life. Oh yea 

what is that one again. Oh its just the 

colour red times green.

Ok lissen to me. Kim jong un the hunk 

of a man with a 8 pack is actually rob-

in williams. No really the government 

is trying to hide this. But i have the 

facts. Ok think about it robin died in 

2014. But kimjong un was born on 1984. 

Coincidence they both have a 4 and a 

1. Also kim jong un was 30 when robin 

died. And robin was born in 1951. Take 

the 4-1=3 add to the 30 and you 
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get 33. The difer-

ence between when 

robin was born and 

kim. Coincidence i 

think not. Robin also 

played in good morning vietnam. Viet-

nam and north korea established con-

nectins in 1950. That means that robin 

was just the product of the connection. 

And who is the mascot of north korea. 

Kim jong un. Conicidence i think not. 

Also kim and robin both share 4 let-

ters in their full names. And they were 

both born on years ending in 4. Coin-

cidence. Also kim is smoking hot, co-

incidence . Now you may ask how could 

they be alive at the same time. Easy a 

glich in the matrix. For robin to die 

and be reencarneated as the kim ther 

must have been a large spiritial power 

serge, and what was popular in the 80’s 

hippies and they like spiritiallity. 

We just could not see it because the 

government opened block busters where 

ever a spiritual matrix riped and 

only closed them when they went away. 

As the hippies had a huge power serge 

this allowed for kims birth which was 

supost to be in 2014 to be shifted back 

30 years in time to 1984 and in north 

korea which is where robin was cloned 

from his reptoid body. We know that 

hippeid can do this because they did it 

before. One hippy named author was so 

strong that he powered a nuclear plant 

until he when super critical in cri-

noble. He transported bakc in time to 

become king author and using his hip-

py alien majic took the stone out of the 

rock and built the great wall of france. 

This is why kim the supper sexy guy is 

accually robin williams with irefut-

able evedence. 

Dazed as i awoke from my dream i could 

hear the bulgarian national anthem. 

But i knew i had a feeling. Like the 

emotion you get after reading a calvin 

and hobbes cartoon. I know what to do 

through. I have to find the bread of mr 

gray. Why i did not know, how i also did 

not know. All i knew what he was wait-

ing for me. And i had to go.

I searched far and wide across con-

tinents and countries, checked every 

little nook and cranny of the world 

for the beard. I even checked the light 

of the world island. This island con-

tains all the light in the world and it 

moves around all over the pacific and 

atlantic oceans so no one can find it. I 

could only find it with some help from 

my friends over at the lamppost. 

I had searched all over the world and 

I still couldn’t find Mr. gray’s beard 

and then I realized, I had forgotten all 

about Hawaii! And it was there, in Sug-

ar Coast Candy, a candy shop in Hilo, 

that I found him. 

He was standing over by the rock 

candies and not eating any of them. 

He showed incredible restraint, so he 

must be special! I, on the other hand, 

had shoved forty-five rolos into my 

mouth. I quickly swallowed them all in 

one bite before going over to talk to 

him. 

“Are you Mr. gray’s beard?” I asked 

him. He turned to me and recognized me 

immediately. 

“You,” He pointed a tendril of hair 

at me, “are the chosen one!” Then, the 

world shook for a brief second and we 

had both been transported to the steps 

in front of the taj mahal again. 

“You need to use your powers to help 

me break mr. nampahc out!” Shouted mr. 

gray’s beard. 

“What?” I exclaimed, “I don’t have any 

powers!” 

“Ugh, These new p r o p h e -

cy fulfillers, 

they never 

get taught 
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omnia nomina antiquus. Susurro antichristus est. Christus est. consummationem dierum faciet. ipse nos liberabit. susurro ruinam nostram et salus 
nostra. Antiqua gloria est, amor est. Ipse est radix omnis bonitatis, et obedies ei. Antiquus plus potentior est quam barba physicae doctoris, quia 
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Ipse est radix omnis bonitatis, et obedies ei. Antiquus plus potentior est quam barba physicae doctoris, quia antiquus in re ens potentissimus est. 
Inclina iussa eius, ego pullum dino glebae amo, et omnia valebunt. Gloria priscis uni, gloria civicae, gloria factori asymptotis, morum intercipit 
adumbratio. Antiquum lauda, quia ipse vitae tuae reus est. Auctor, Deus, omnia nomina antiquus. Susurro antichristus est. Christus est. consummatio-
nem dierum faciet. ipse nos liberabit. susurro ruinam nostram et salus nostra. Antiqua gloria est, amor est. Ipse est radix omnis bonitatis, et 
obedies ei. Antiquus plus potentior est quam barba physicae doctoris, quia antiquus in re ens potentissimus est. Inclina iussa eius, ego pullum dino 

anything!” Mr. gray’s beard whined. 

“Just go like this,” He snapped two 

tendrils of hair together. Copying him, 

I snapped my fingers and he was right, 

the taj mahal broke in two in front of 

me and out from the building rose mr. 

nampahc. 

Time had not aged him and he still 

looked to be the ripe young age of for-

ty-five. His beard was long and almost 

reached his feet. He landed a meter in 

front of me. 

“Good job, mr. gray’s beard,” he said, 

“you have found the chosen one.”
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Bell Let’s Talk Day 

By: Brianna 

 
This past January 26th was Bell Let's Talk Day. A day dedicated to increasing the global 
conversation about mental health. 

Set in motion in 2010, Bell Let's Talk Day is a mental health initiative that happens ev-
ery year on January 26th. This initiative is focused on supporting ourselves and those in 
our community by talking, listening, and being there for one another. 

  
Someone you know is struggling. Someone in your class is struggling. And maybe you, 
too, might find it hard to make it through the day. 

  
In a poll in 2022 conducted by the largest center of addiction and mental health in Can-
ada, iIn any given year 1 in 5 Canadians experience a mental illness. 

  
In the same poll, 39% of Ontario high-school students indicated a moderate-to-serious 
level of psychological distress (symptoms of anxiety and depression). A further 17% 
indicated a serious level of psychological distress. 

 
To summarize it all, mental health issues affect and touch us all. But the stigma and dis-
crimination around mental health issues still hold us back. This stigma prevents people 
from seeking the help they need, may worsen symptoms, and prevents people from 
being honest and open about their mental health. Starting the conversation about men-
tal health can be difficult, but the only way to heal is to talk, listen, and be there for one 
another. 

  
For Bell Let's Talk Day 2023, Bell Canada will donate $10 million to many different 
mental health research programs around Canada and will spotlight 30 non-profit men-
tal health organizations to help Canadians know where to get accessible help. Let's keep 
talking and taking action to create a positive change to improve mental health in Cana-
da. 
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